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I MI PRO VED FRUT-JAR. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 56,0S9, dated January 19, 1869. 

To all whom it may concern: This screw-thread, which winds around the 
Be it known that I, JOHN L. MASON, of outside surface of thejar, terminates at its up 

the city, county, and State of New York, have 
invented a new and useful Improvement in 
Sealing Preserve-Jars; and I do hereby de 
clare that the following is a full, clear, and 
exact description thereof, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, making a part 
of this specification, in which Figure 1 is a side view of my improved jar 
with its cover secured in place. Fig. 2 is a 
side view of the jar with its cover removed, 
showing the two gasketpacking-rings in their 
places. Fig. 3 is an enlarged diametrical sec 
tion through the upper portion of the improved 
jar, its cover, gasket packing-rings, and screw 
fastening, all in their proper places on the jar. 

Similar letters of reference indicate corre 
Sponding parts in the three figures. 
This invention relates to a new and improved 

mode of hermetically sealing covers upon jars 
which are chiefly designed for preserving 
fruits, chemicals, and other substances which are decomposed or otherwise injuriously af. 
fected by exposure to the air. 
The object of my invention is to provide for 

the use of two india-rubber packing-rings up 
on the outside of a jar, one fitting upon an an 
nular shoulder and the other embracing an an 
nular double-beveled rib or flange surround 
ing the mouth of the jar above said shoulder, 
and in combining therewith a flaring-mouthed 
cap or cover, having a bead around its outer 
edge, and also a flexible metal screw-cap, which 
is constructed with a flange upon its upper 
end, and adapted for screwing upon a thread 
formed on the outside of the jar and confining 
the cover down tightly in its place, so as to 
compress both packing-rings, all as will be 
hereinafter explained. 
To enable others skilled in the art to under 

stand my invention, I Will describe its con 
uction and operation. the accompanying drawings, A repre 

sents a jar, and B its cover, which I prefer to 
make of glass or other vitreous substance. 
The upper portion of this jar has a screw 

thread, a, formed on it, adapted for receiving 
a flexible metal screw-ring, C, which is used 
to confine the cover B firmly in its place upon 
the jar, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 

per end in a flat annular shoulder, b, of suita 
ble width to receive and support a flat gasket 
or packing-ring, C, made of india-rubber or 
other suitable material. 

From the gasket-receiving shoulder rises an 
annular rib or flange, e, which surrounds the 
mouth of the jar, and receives around it, out 
side of the jar, an india-rubber gasket-pack 
ing, d, that extends from the gasket-packing 
c quite or near to the upper edge of the jar, as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
The exterior surface of the rib or flange e is 

formed with double-beveled surfaces ts, so 
as to leave an angle at the point i extending 
entirely around the rib or flange e. This angle 
i is about midway between the shoulder band 
top edge of the jar, and leaves the rib or flange 
thickest at this point. The cap or cover B is made cup-shaped, with 
its rim h. terminating at its lower end in an ex 
ternal annular bead or shoulder, g, adapted for receiving upon it the flange G of screw-ring 
C, so that this ring can be made to confine 
the cover down firmly upon its seats, as shown 
in Fig. 3. 
The internal surfaces of the rim of cap B 

is cylindrical, or nearly so, and the cap at this 
point slightly greaterin diameter than the ex 
ternal diameter of the rib or flange e is in the 
horizontal plane ii. This cylindrical surface 
s terminates upwardly in an annular beveled 
surface, t, corresponding in bevel to the sur 
face t above the angle i. 
The top surface of the cap or cover B may 

be flat, as shown, or it may have elevations 
formed on it by which to support the cover 
upon an object when a jar is inverted. 
The screw-ring fastening CG is made of thin 

sheet metal by spinning, swaging, or in any 
other suitable manner. It being thus made, its 
flexibility will prevent it from breaking ajar 
or the cover thereof; and its flange portion G, 
which draws upon the shoulder or bead g of 
the cover-rim, will yield and accommodate it 
self to the upper surface of this bead, so as to 
draw equally all around the cover and com 
press the two gasketpacking-rings uniformly. 
The parts thus constructed are put together 

in the following manner: The fiat gasket-ring 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



c is first stretched over the rib or flange e and 
pressed flatly upon its shoulder b, so that its 
inner edge will fit snugly against this rib or 
flange at the angle formed by the junction of 
the upwardly-flaring surfaces' and shoulder b. 
The gasket or band-packing dis then stretched 
around the outer double-beveled surface of 
the rib or flange e, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
The cover B is afterward put on the jar and - 
drawn down tightly in place by means of the 
flanged screw-ring C G, as shown in Figs. 1 
and 3. In the act of screwing the ring CG in 
place upon the jar the gasket c and gasket or 
band d will both be compressed, and a tight 
joint will be made, which will be inclosed by the screw-ring. 
The effect of the beveled surfaces t t upon 

the gasket or packing-band d above the angle 
at i is to compress this portion between said 
surfaces tt, and cause the less compressed 
portion of this band to swell and fill the space 
inclosed between the surfaces ss', and thereby 
make a closely-packed joint above the shoul 
derb, and effectually prevent the entrance of 
air into the jar or the escape of gas therefrom. 
By this means the cover B will mot be caused 

to adhere tightly to the gasket C by the ac 
tion of acid generated or contained in thisjar, 
as such acid will be excluded from this gasket. 

It will also be seen that while I have a ling C G, and packings ed, constructed and double-packed joint I confine both the pack 
ings outside of the jar, so that its contents 
cannot be injured in the least by the packing, 
nor can the metallic screw-ring be corroded 
by an acid confined in the jar. 
I do not claim under this petition for a pat 

-ent a preservejar having a screw-thread ter 
minating upwardly in a gasket-receiving shoul 
der, which is surmounted by an externally 
plain-faced rib or flange, as these features are 
shown in an application for a patent filed in 
the United States Patent Office by me on the 
15th day of January, 1868; nor do I claim 
the flexible metal screw-ring, nor a cup-shaped 
cover, nor a simple beveled mouth to a pre 
serve-jar, as these features, separately consid 
ered, are old and well known; nor do I claim, under this petition for a patent, a flanged cap 
or cover, in combination with a shoulderedjar 
and screw-fastening, as such combination is 
described and shown in another application filed by me. 
What I do claim as new, and desire to se cure by Letters Patent, is- . 

- 1. A jar formed with a gasket-receiving 
shoulder, b, terminating upwardly in a rib or 
flange, e, having double-beveled surfaces st', 
adapted for receiving a packing-band, d, and 
a cover, B, which has an internally-beveled 
surface, t, substantially as described. 

2. An externally-beveled rib or flange, e, a 
shoulder, b, and a screw-thread, a, formed on 
ajar, in combination with a cover, B, having 
an internally-beveled rim, and an external rib 
or shoulder, g, on said rim, screw-ring fasten 
arranged substantially as described. 

JOHN L. MASON. 
Witnesses: 

JULIUS HIRSCH, 
R.T. CAMPBELL. 

  


